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Subject: Re: Invitation

Body:

Kermit:I have been in contact with Sinn and was waiting until I had a complete story before I reported back.    

Sinn indicated the following:His colleague, Rod Rohrick, was asked to give a lecture on the Kennedy 

assassination (apparently Parkland physicians are assumed to have special knowledge). In preparation for the 

lecture, Rohrick visited the "Kennedy Museum" in Dallas (I assume the Sixth Floor Museum) and obtained 

copies of the Bethesda autopsy photos which he made into slides as illustrative material for his lecture.  On 

the whole, this explanation makes sense, although there are some oddities (I doubt the Sixth Floor Museum 

gives out copies of the autopsy photos, although they do sell Groden's book).  I asked Sinn to have Rohrick call 

me so that I could get a clear explanation from the owner of the slides.DavidTo:	David_Marwell @ jfk-

arrb.gov (David Marwell) @ internetcc:	 (bcc: David Marwell/ARRB)From:	kermith @ 

HUMANITIES1.COHUMS.OHIO-STATE.EDU @ internet @ WORLDCOM   Date:	07/01/96 03:19:01 PM 

CDTSubject:	Re: Invitation     David, thanks for the inivitation. I'd be happy to attend; indeed, I      look forward 

to it. There is a chance that Phyllis, my spouse, will      accompany me, but that is not fixed -- yet. I will let you 

know.          On the Sinn front, I placed another call, got another "he is not      here," and left a message. He 

knows we are alive and interested.      Strange behavior, but that is the nature of our business.          Best,          

Kermit______________________________ Reply Separator _________________________________Subject: 

InvitationAuthor:  David Marwell <David_Marwell@jfk-arrb.gov> at SMTPLINK-HumanitiesDate:    7/1/96 

11:46 AMPlease join Judy and me for dinner at our home on Tuesday, July 9, 1996, following the Board 

meeting.  Spouses are welcome.  Please let me know if you can come.   
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